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Reflections from the Rectory
We are now eight months into this pandemic and looking back and
probably wondering how we have managed over this time. And
many are looking ahead, wondering how they will cope with the next
four or five months until the daylight has sufficiently lengthened and
the weather improves enough to really enjoy going outside again.
It can be quite easy to lose hope and slowly spiral down in to a place
of darkness, accompanied by anxious thoughts and a withdrawal
into oneself. There are plenty of ways to work against these feelings
and seek to be a person of hope.
Today I agreed to meet someone and have a lunchtime walk and a
chance to chat about things weighing on their mind. The forecast
wasn’t good, several rain showers had already blown through and
more were forecast. It would have been easy to call it off, stay in
doors and perhaps have the chat over Zoom, or over the phone.
However, some daily exercise is important, and I do have a battered
old hat, and a waterproof coat and wellington boots, and it helps
having a dog who is happy to go for a relaxed and unhurried stroll.
The fresh air, greeting other walkers (and their dogs, of course), the
physical exercise, the ever-changing views of the woods and the
river, and a chance to have a good conversation whilst we walked
were all good reasons to venture out. And it didn’t rain.
It helps to have our own inventory of the things that we know give us
life and fill us with energy and resilience to cope with the things we
find difficult. I quite often think visually and like to consider my
energy and enthusiasm being contained in a leaky bucket (the
bucket is not my original idea, see Tom Rath’s book, ‘How Full Is My
Bucket’). Some holes in my bucket are small and only small amounts
of the good stuff leaks out. Some things are like much bigger holes. I
know I can’t operate well or be in a mentally healthy place if my
bucket is empty. I have come to know what things give me life and
help fill up my bucket, and most of the time I can find the time to
undertake activities that keep my bucket filling at a rate that stops it
emptying completely.
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But I also have to think about the larger holes; some of these are
tasks I need to do that I don’t enjoy and by putting them off I know
they deplete my bucket. Some of the holes may just be how I am
letting things occupy too much space in my mind. I have learnt how
to push them aside, turn down the volume of the distracting chatter,
or rid myself of the issue altogether. I wonder what self-coping
strategies work for you? What fills your bucket? How can you turn
your attention to these life-giving things more of the time over the
coming months?
Today’s walk reminded me of how often in the gospels the
conversations whilst Jesus and his disciples were walking from one
place to another were important to their learning. Jesus was alert to
the moods and conversations that took place, not just when they sat
together, or were in someone’s house, or being challenged by
Pharisees and Saducees, but whilst they were walking. When we
walk alongside someone it is less direct, we are not looking directly
at them, and that can be a great aid to someone being able to
explore an issue, and learn as they speak and as others listen and
offer their guidance. There is also something special and spiritual
about walking, breathing, listening, sharing.
Advent and Christmas is going to be different this year. It is unlikely
that people will be able to gather in large gatherings of family and or
friends. We will no gather together to sing carols and share mince
pies and mulled wine (or other seasonal beverage of your choice).
We shall miss many of our traditions and the usual events. Can we
use this time and the experience of loss and missing traditional
events to reflect on what is good about them, what is eternal in what
we do and what may be not helpful to continue doing? Will this break
help us fall back in love with things we have done by rote ‘because it
is Christmas’?

Nick Bowry
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Message from the editor
Welcome to everyone, especially St Mungo’s congregation, to “In
Touch” Issue 2. It’s great to be together in this wee quarterly
publication. Everyone is welcome to contribute news and articles
towards the next issue. Many thanks to everyone who’s contributed so
far - we’re a very busy and interesting crowd! I’m also indebted to Ian
Fuge and Georgina Phillips for proof-reading this time. Also, many
belated thanks to Ian Fuge for proof-reading the first issue with very
little notice. Happy reading!

Sue Owen

Reminder:
Your Covid-19 reflections are invited!
Many folk in the congregation (and visitors participating in our services
and courses) might have found a way to record events and feelings
during lockdown. It would be of interest to compile some kind of
congregational Journal of a plague year, originally written by Daniel
Defoe some 300 years ago. I would welcome contributions: your
reactions; what you’ve most missed; good things that happened like
little acts of kindness from neighbours; what you have taken from the
Zoom services; the importance of music; how have you kept any
interest groups going virtually; pros and cons of technology at a time
like this; any craft work, painting done at this time; etc. I hope this
gives some idea of what you might wish to contribute.
It doesn't have to be a lengthy piece. It might include photos, helpful
prayers and quotes, and could be attributed anonymously if preferred.
To summarise: a snapshot of a congregation in a time of national
emergency - a virtual time-capsule for later members of St James the
Less. Please email contributions to phillg13[at]toucansurf.com or
handwritten items can be put through my letterbox. Thank you.

Georgina Phillips
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News fom the Congregations
Congratulations!

Faye and Robert Clerk celebrated their Golden Wedding anniversary
on 5th September this year (above left). Faye remembers that their
wedding took place on a Saturday at their beautiful St Mary’s church
in her home town, Bampton in Oxfordshire. The reception was held
in a marquee in their garden at home. Faye says it was a lovely
sunny day! Faye and Robert celebrated their anniversary on Skye
for a two day break. Faye said they had a lovely time and a long
walk over the hills to a beautiful bay.
Marian and Barney Hunter celebrate their Diamond Wedding
anniversary on Christmas Eve 2020. They were married in Leadgate
Methodist Chapel in County Durham (now sadly demolished), and
afterwards there was baking and cups of tea in the hall for family and
friends until 6 o'clock, when the happy couple departed for a brief
honeymoon in the Lake District. The photo (above right) with their
three-wheeler Morgan was taken not long after they were married.
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When prayers are answered
In the middle of June this year
we heard from Robert’s sister
Lavinia (who many will know),
that her son-in-law Jonny had
fallen off his bike on the way to
play tennis. He always wore his
helmet but this time he didn’t.
This is what Lavinia’s daughter
Cory wrote at the time: “He was
conscious at first, and I saw
him in that state when I first got
to King's (hospital). I'm pretty sure he knew I was there but he wasn't
able to speak. They quite quickly decided to put him into an induced
coma to protect against secondary injury. He's had a couple of scans
and the latest news is that he has quite a serious brain injury but they
can't say anything about prognosis at the moment. The next few days
are crucial apparently, and they say it's possible he will make a good
recovery so obviously I'm clinging onto that. No other major injuries or
problems - a few broken ribs and collarbone.”
At this stage we asked for prayer and you all responded magnificently,
especially Jean Hindle who kindly took on the task reminding us to
pray for Jonny at morning and evening prayer every day, as well as on
Sundays. Your faithfulness in prayer has produced miraculous results.
Faye recently reports that the news of Jonny is good. He’s at home
now. His remarkable recovery is still ongoing as expected, but he is
now able to walk, talk, play the organ and piano, sing, joke (a bit too
much!) and is really pretty normal and back to his old self. Obviously
he’s not up to speed but he’s definitely getting there! He does get tired
and is still on anti-seizure medications so he can’t drive as yet. Lavinia
is SO very grateful for all the prayer and love that was such a support
and comfort during that very scary time after the accident. Faye and
family thank the members of St James who prayed so faithfully for
Jonny's recovery. It’s been quite marvellous. Praise God!

Faye Clerk and Jean Hindle
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A letter of thanks
Dear Nick
On behalf of the foodstore at Penicuik North Kirk, I would like to place
on record my sincere thanks for the donation of food and money which
your church donated recently. I can assure you that it will all be put to
good use especially as we enter this period of unknown challenges for
the poorest in our community.
In addition we were asked by the Council to assist them in preparing a
home in Penicuik for two 16 year old Sudanese refugee boys. Using
the resources of MIDAID - and the clearing of a house in the town, we
were able to complete the furnishing of the flat, provide some winter
clothing and using Foodstore@PNK, we were able to feed them for
two weeks and then weekly until their benefits commence.
As ever at this time of year, we are preparing to supply Midlothian
Council with 35 food parcels for Christmas. The parcels contain three
meals a day, for 7 days, and also many Christmas treats for the
families in need and these will be distributed on 17th December - and I
can assure you that they are needed and appreciated.
Lastly, we are supporting the Council with the supply of winter boots,
shoes and jackets. The government provide the families with an
allowance for these items in April, so by winter this has already been
used. Hence we raise some money for the Children and Families unit
to target the most needy in our community.
Thank you once again for your kindness and generosity.
"In as much as you have done it to the least of my people - you have
done it to me"
Blessings,

Jan Naylor
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RIP Margaret Bramall 1928 - 2020
We were sad to hear of the death of Margaret Bramall, who died on
Monday 12th October 2020. She was cousin and dear friend of Agnes
Thorburn, and a member of the St James the Less congregation for
many years. The following eulogy was given by Rev Ruth Innes at her
funeral:
“A time to be born and a time to die. Margaret Agnes Mark Bell was
born in Penicuik on the 7th April 1928 and she lived in Penicuik all of
her life. In 1952, she was married to John Bramall, the postman, and
they lived in Queensway, the first people to live in that house after it
was built. Margaret loved her garden and all flowers, and was also a
great fan of Country music. She enjoyed going on holiday, especially to
Canada to visit family in British Columbia.
Margaret worked as a legal typist and after she retired volunteered at
the Broomhill Centre. She loved working with people, especially the
elderly – a category she didn’t ever place herself in.
Margaret was a larger than life character and that’s the person I
remember when she came to visit St Fillan’s. But she was a lifelong
member of St James the Less in Penicuik until her health kept her
from attending.
Margaret didn’t have children but she was a fabulous auntie and of
course Godmother to Claire, her niece.
Family was very important to her.
Each of us has a story to tell – the story of
our life. Everybody’s story is unique and
deserves to be listened to with respect.
Today I have shared a small part of
Margaret’s life and I invite you now in a
moment of silence to bring to mind your
own memories of Margaret, for each of us
will remember her in different ways…”

Ruth Innes
Above: Choir girls in the 1940s outside St James the Less church.
Dorothy Braggins, Betty Nisbet, Margaret Bramall and Agnes
Thorburn. Mrs MacFarlane can be seen behind the girls.

Old friends moving on
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What a weird time we are living in. In Cornwall, I lived on a farm so
solitude was not an issue, but now in a much smaller enviroment, it’s
certainly not how I would wish to spend too much longer, “just me and
thee”.
It really has been a tough 12 months. Des was taken ill in October
2019 and he was taken into hospital with a stroke. As in all these
cases, you have to wait for a bed in the right ward. Ten hours later, we
were still waiting. A bed was eventually found that night, and the next
day he had an operation to clear an artery. He was home the next day,
but within a few weeks every organ in his body that could go haywire
did so: breathing difficulties, swelling up of all the limbs, blood clots in
his lungs, sense of taste gone…I could go on. To see someone that
you have lived with for 53 years fade before you is awful. There were
treatments and lots of visits to the doctor at the surgery. A pill was
prescribed for everything.
By this time it was Christmas 2019. We didn’t go anywhere or see
anybody. You could say we were isolating then. We didn’t see any
family, because by then we knew Des had something wrong, but didn’t
know what. We went along like this all through the lockdown, still not
knowing. It has been listening to all the programmes etc that has made
us think it could have been this awful virus. We are still having medical
staff come testing this and that every couple of weeks.
Des is now picking up, and can empty the dishwasher, which might
sound a little stupid to someone who knows Des, but this is a big step
forward, so its onwards we go.
Twelve months on - we’d talked about moving house, so we could be
nearer to the girls. This we have now done. We’ve found a house in
Dalkeith two minutes from Jennifer and five minutes from Kirsty. Our
thoughts as we leave are mixed. For the last twenty years, we have
felt so very comfortable in St James, and tried to fit in to a very
different routine than we were used to. But it was a good time that we
have had. Take care of the poppy that we brought back from the Tower
of London, it has a special meaning to us.
Thank you to all of you, we will be back from time to time.

Des & Ruth Frantom
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Notes from St Mungo’s Vestry – a personal
view from the secretary
During these difficult times it was a joy to celebrate the ordination of
our own Peter Woodifield as Priest in St Mary’s Cathedral in Edinburgh
on 22nd September. This marked the successful completion of the first
year of his three-year curacy and we expect Peter to join the Ministry
team of St James and St Mungo’s in 2021.
Chris Shaw’s licencing as a Lay Reader for St Mungo’s and St James
the Less on Wednesday 28th October was a lovely occasion with
Wardens and other representatives of both congregations coming
together to witness the licencing. It was a shame that Bishop John and
Janet McKinnell (Warden of Lay Readers for the Diocese) were unable
to join us in person due to COVID-19 restrictions, but it was marvellous
that using the laptop and our Zoom account they and about 15 other
people were able to join us online. Chris will be leading worship at St
Mungo’s on the first Sunday of each month
We are greatly blessed with these additions to our ministry team and
it’s hard to believe that only a year ago, during the interregnum it was,
at times, such a struggle to find someone to lead worship.
It really has been a game of two halves this year, a very successful
interregnum came to an end much sooner than any of us dared hope
when Nick felt called to offer himself as Rector of St James and St
Mungo’s. In the following six month’s attendance at Sunday worship
grew and the outlook was good. Then Covid struck and with it the
suspension of normal activities.
Nick has done wonderful work with on line worship, but it really was no
substitute for gathering together in church to worship and pray. It was
with great relief that we were able to open for worship on the 9th of
August. Socially distanced worship is a very different experience and
the rules mean that holding Kingdom Kids in the undercroft was not
possible.
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As a result we have yet to reach our maximum permitted attendance of
25. We are making a big effort to make the family all age service
attractive to families with children.
On the financial front, we are missing about £50 per week from
Sunday cash giving, but the monthly giving has held up well and the
church’s finances are sound. We are grateful to all who continue to
support St Mungo’s financially.
Our Thursday House group continues to meet regularly online.
Looking forward to Christmas, we shall greatly miss our Christmas Eve
crib service, but we are planning to distribute Christingle kits so that
we can try and recreate that special atmosphere in an online service.
Although on the face of it, our activities have been much curtailed, it
was gratifying that the harvest festival appeal raised over £250 to
support St Catherine’s Convent work with feeding the homeless, we
are well on the way to collecting 120 boxes of tea bags for the
Peebleshire Youth Trust hamper program and the Christmas shoe
boxes will be going out as usual.
It has been a hard six months, but we will be back stronger!

Ian Kerry

St Mungo’s Well
On the next page is a piece written by Colin Baxter for the St Mungo’s
magazine some time ago. I was always intrigued by this story and in
2010 Sheila Bell led a small search party to try and rediscover its
location. Access required either crossing the garden of one of our
church neighbours or wading across the river from the upper green. It
has to be said that, in its current form, it is less than impressive. But it
is a lovely link with our past and I hope we continue to visit the well
from time to time so the tradition is not lost.
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“St. Mungo's Well is only
a stone's throw from our
church but how many of
us are aware of it or
have seen it? Admittedly
it's not easy to locate
and I have been shown
two "wells" or trickles of
water! The water source
may have been diverted
over the years. In the
days of the Linton
Markets, among the
In search of St Mungo’s Well. From left to
right Eddie Trevillion, David King, Father
biggest in Scotland, the
Emmanuel (visiting clergy from Ghana),
water from St Mungo's
Sheila Bell, Ian Kerry, Robert Warren
Well was regarded as
therapeutic, and a
measure fetched twice as much as one from Rumbling Tam's! Even in
the 1950s and 60s, Dick Walter told me, St Mungo's Well water was
mixed with the Communion wine. Although not recommended for
drinking these days it is still used for baptisms from time to time.
St Mungo's name in the old days was held in great respect in the
Borders and it is recorded that when praying against the onset of the
Plague Borderers invoked the aid of St. Mungo, St. Ronan and St.
Andrew in that order. Let us give him the same ranking in our day even
if we don't pray in his name! And let us follow his great example of
obedience: "Go into all the world and preach the Gospel " Mark.16.15.”

Ian Kerry
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St James the Less Vestry Notes November
2020
St James the Less Vestry met in September and October 2020.
Preparation is now underway for the November meeting plus the AGM
on Sunday 29 November 2020. All are virtual meetings.
Vestry was pleased to re-open the church on Sunday 4 October 2020,
in time to celebrate our harvest festival and are grateful to all who
made this possible. All the required regulations were in place to ensure
social distancing and a safe environment. Vestry will welcome any
comments from people attending church if they spot any additional
concerns. Those who are unable to attend can still do so virtually.
Vestry approved the purchase of a laptop for use in church to live
stream services.
There has been much discussion on our future financial position. The
Treasurer has been preparing a 3-year financial forecast. It is hoped
this will provide a clearer picture and reflect our essential expenditure
and the income required to meet this commitment. Also, it should
assist in the planning for in future one off or unexpected costs.
The Fabric Report has provided a volume of reading material for
Vestry. As well as the normal monthly report, in October, Vestry
received 3 further reports: Architect’s Quinquennial Review, Zero
Waste Scotland Energy Efficiency Report and Architect’s Rectory
Condition Survey. Vestry asked for further information, including
estimate of costs, timeline for work, and a priority list, to aid decisions.
A new heating system for the church, insulation for Rectory walls and
replacement of the Rectory shingles, were considered urgent.
Wherever possible Vestry wished to be carbon neutral.
Vestry is responsible for Risk Assessment, and needs to provide
evidence of good governance. Vestry will be advised on Risk
Assessment by a new Risk Assessment Group. Risk Assessment will
also include issues relating to Fire Drills and Fire Regulations plus
Safeguarding.
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Harvest donations for 2020 were given to North Kirk Food Bank.
Harvest donations, in the future, would be given alternative years to
The Penicuik Food Facts Friends Hub and the North Kirk Food Bank.
The congregation of St James were asked to support The Penicuik
Food Facts Friends Hub on 12 December 2020, to provide a friendly
face outside and inside the hub. Concerns were identified relating to
the coronavirus regulation. Once these issues are resolved and further
information provided, Vestry would be happy to support the request.
Vestry agreed to become a member of Eco-congregation Scotland,
and work towards the lowest level of award in the next twelve months.
It is hoped someone will volunteer to take on the lead role as ecocongregation representative, to provide encouragement and get others
involved.
Penicuik Estate have provided a notice board which will be erected in
the church grounds.
To replace retiring members of Vestry at least two new members are
required, so do please consider volunteering to be a member. If you
would like to know what is involved, please contact any current Vestry
member, and if you wish to be nominated please contact Charlotte
Kemp (Vestry Secretary: charkemp[at]talktalk.net; phone 01968
675725) as soon as possible but prior to the AGM 29 November 2020
On behalf of the Vestry of St James you are all wished a joyous and
peaceful Christmas and we all look forward to all the family of St
James being together in 2021, without social distancing.
Keep safe, keep well and God bless.

Charlotte Kemp
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Poetry corner
(Ed: Members of St James the Less congregation may know that Jill
Drought is a gifted artist. I didn’t know that she’s also a poet. I’m
hoping that other folk in both congregations will feel moved to offer
some creative writing for future issues of “In Touch”.)
COVID 19
Red, white and blue and black,
To hide our smiles when meeting;
These rainbow masks will always lack
The warmth and heart of greeting.
We go about our busy days
Half fearful, half with good intent,
Not wanting to increase the ways
Disease can ravage us, and vent
Its harsh division,
And hasty law revision.
What joy when we can throw away
The covers to our smiles again.
To see the faces of our friends, to say
“Good morning”, warming the refrain
With gentle touch of hands that greet.
We long for towns to hum with life,
And worlds across the seas to meet,
With hope eradicating cruel strife.
Joy will root and spring,
And we will sing and sing.

Jill Drought
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Angels don’t all wear wings (a song)
Your angel may be flying round your head.
Or checking on the blanket on your bed.
She may be sending you to sleep to make you well. He may come
running when you ring the nurse’s bell.
God sends angels that you may not recognise.
Their feet are on the ground, not in the skies.
Was she flying on clouds or driving a car?
Was he playing a harp or a Fender guitar?
Did she follow the moonshine, or the sunrise?
Wearing a halo or blue Levis?
On stained glass window or Christmas tree?
They’re all angels but it seems to me that angels don’t all wear wings.
Your angel may be dressed in white and gold.
Or holding you to keep you from the cold.
She may be wiping your small knees each time you fall.
He may be throwing you a Frisbee or a ball.
God sends angels that you may not recognise.
Their feet are on the ground, not in the skies.
Your angel may be circling in the sky.
Or kissing back your sad tears when you cry.
She may be in your arms and in your bed.
He may be making sweet dreams in your head.
God sends angels that you may not recognise.
Their feet are on the ground, not in the skies.
Your angels may be ... by Caravaggio.
Or carved in stone ... by Michelangelo.
They may be right beside you every day.
Or only when you find the time to pray.
God sends angels that you may not recognise.
Their feet are on the ground, not in the skies.

Alan Murray
(Ed: If you’d like a copy of the music or would like to listen to a sound
file, please contact Alan alanmurray350[at]gmail.com).
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Scottish Faiths Action for Refugees (SFAR)
On 20th October I ‘attended’ a presentation given by Sabine Chalmers
who works for Scottish Faiths Action for Refugees (SFAR), an
ecumenical group of which Nick is the Scottish Episcopal Churches
representative. This was open to all congregations in Penicuik under
the ‘Penicuik Churches Together’ umbrella and was well represented
across the board including a number from St James the Less.
This was an interactive session. We didn’t just have to listen to
someone talk for an hour, interesting and worrying though the topic is.
We started with a multiple choice quiz to find out how much we knew
about the refugee situation.
Did you know that
• 79.5 million people are currently forcibly displaced world-wide, 26
million forced to flee their country of origin, 45 million internally, and
half of them are children?
• The majority of refugees are hosted by Turkey. Most refugees stay
close to home because they don’t want to leave, but they are forced
to. Only 6% (less than 5million) come to Europe. They’re not looking
for a richer country in which stay, they really do want to be able to
go home at some point.
• 37,000 people are forced to flee every DAY.
• Scotland has resettled 3,318 Syrians since 2014 including 260
children, 32 in Midlothian by 2018, nearly 500 in Edinburgh.
• The UK has one of the world’s lowest proportions of asylum seekers
in relation to its population and wealth. Most applications come from
refugees from Iran, Albania and Iraq. Syria is not even in the top ten.
• Asylum seekers are not allowed to work. They receive housing
which is paid by the Home office, and £37.75 per week to live on.
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We were put into small groups (via Zoom “break-out” rooms) to
consider what we would need if we moved to a foreign country, and
what would we need to be able to integrate into a new society. We
were asked to think about how much more would you need if you were
fleeing for your life. We came up with quite a long list that fitted in with
Sabine’s next part of the presentation.
For instance
• Basic rights and citizenship (ID) - asylum seekers may have to wait
a considerable time before reaching refugee status. If they are not
granted this, they will go to a centre such as Dungavel House prior
to deportation. Constantly changing laws make applications difficult
and even if they have lived here for years the legal situation can
change.
• Language - asylum seekers and refugees might have to learn a new
language so that they can understand cultural rules and know how
to stay safe in the host country.
• Social bridges, social links and friendships are needed for support
• Somewhere to live, an income, education and healthcare.
I remember someone in my bible
study group, partially blind and deaf,
a little quietly-spoken lady. When the
news covered the refugee crisis and
the government were making it
difficult for them to come here, she
became quite vehement and upset.
What can we do? We must do
something - she felt so helpless. I’m
sure many of us identify with this
feeling of being unable to do
“The world we choose has
anything. But Sabine gave us a list of
to be reflected
things that we can do, and even more
in the actions that we take”
can be found on the SFAR website.
Tima Kurdi
www.kurdifoundation.com
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• We can ACT by getting in touch
and offering friendship,
language support, support as a
community, maybe even be
able to offer job opportunities.
We were shown a small video
clip of a refugee called Milad,
who spoke about his good
experience of being welcomed
in the UK. This inspired him to
j o i n t h e w e l c o m i n g t e a m Milad, a Syrian refugee who found
himself, and helping out (Click friends in the UK
here to see it. It lasts less than
four minutes and is well worth watching).
• We can GIVE (i) financial support - £20 can help support a family for
a month; or (ii) Material support - refugees may arrive only with the
clothes they stand up in, so donations of any items are welcome.
(This can be done via MidAid at Penicuik North Church).
• We can CALL FOR CHANGE by joining campaigns or writing to our
MSP/MP. I recently signed a petition for Farrukh Sair who due to
changing rules is at risk of deportation. He has lived here 17 years
working in IT support in hospitals including alongside COVID cases
putting his family at risk. He is asking for British citizenship. Please
click here if you wish to sign this petition.
• We can PRAY
Finally, we were asked to think about what we might be able to do and
offer as church congregations. I know that St James already does a lot
to help in the community and it’s difficult to reach out while we’re in
various levels of lockdown, but please think about it. Follow the links in
Sabine’s article which follows, and think about what might be done
next year. Inviting a family to Sunday lunch at church, joining someone
for a cup of tea, offering to help with conversational English, there is so
much that we can do as part of what is already going on.

Jenny Wright
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Helping refugees - what can we do in West
Linton and Penicuik?
Penicuik Churches Together hosted an evening in October reflecting
on the issues of integration and refugee protection and how each one
of us can play a meaningful role in responding to these current issues.
Sabine Chalmers is the National Faith Groups Refugee Integration
Coordinator at Scottish Faiths Action for Refugees.

We live in unsettled times
The UN has stated that we are witnessing ‘the most significant
humanitarian catastrophe since World War II’. Millions of people are
fleeing violence, persecution and famine. About every two seconds
one person is forced to flee their home, that’s 32,000 people every
day. More than 79 million people are displaced world-wide. By far the
majority of displaced people are living in situations where the host
population are already grappling with poverty.
In the UK, issues of migration and refugee protection are increasingly
politically controversial. The rise of far-right populist movements and
the response of politicians to migrant and refugee arrivals in Europe
are generating headlines and disagreement. Some news agencies feel
pushed to produce headlines which distort the truth, play on prejudice,
and demonise minority groups in our society. For example: did you
know that Home Office themselves have admitted that around 98% of
those crossing the Channel on boats are in genuine need of
protection?

Let us not grow weary of doing good (Galatians 6:9)
It is unlikely that anyone reading this has not seen disturbing images of
dangerously overcrowded boats in the Mediterranean or heard of the
recent deaths of asylum seekers in Glasgow. We have heard so many
shocking statistics that we easily become oblivious to their significance
and desensitised to the fact that behind every statistic is a person: a
unique, precious, loved and loving person created in the image of God.
We need to guard our hearts and minds against being paralysed by
the overwhelming scale of the situation of refugees across the globe.
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Throughout the ages,
Christians have been
reminded of the need
to welcome the
stranger, the alien
and the sojourner,
and to see our
common humanity.
All are created in the
image of God;
therefore, every
person is deserving
of dignity and worth. The word often translated ‘hospitality’ or
‘welcome’ in the New Testament means literally ‘the love of strangers’.
Followers of Christ are to ‘be eager to practice the love of
strangers’ (Romans 12:13).
In light of this, the multi-faith project Scottish Faiths Action for
Refugees (SFAR) was set up in 2015. We have worked with
ecumenical and interfaith partners to help support, resource and
encourage churches that want to offer solidarity, welcome, hospitality
and sanctuary. SFAR is led by the Church of Scotland but is actively
supported by the other main national Churches and faith groups in
Scotland, including the Scottish Episcopal Church. We try to
encourage practical action as well as reflection and prayer to help
people think about the situation of refugees across the globe and in
Scotland, and what this might mean for them.

The stranger in our midst
In Scotland we have ample opportunities to love our new neighbours
and support their integration in Scotland. In September 2015, the
Prime Minister committed to resettling 20,000 Syrian refugees in the
UK by May 2020. Within weeks of this announcement, all of Scotland’s
32 Local Authorities had committed to supporting the resettlement
efforts, and by now over 3000 Syrian refugees have been resettled
across Scotland, including Midlothian.
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In addition, Glasgow is home to over 4000 asylum seekers who, unlike
resettled refugees, have to make their own way to the UK and have to
make a claim to receive refugee status.
The UK asylum system has repeatedly been described as inhumane,
degrading and broken as asylum seekers face poverty, risks of
destitution, detention and deportation. People seeking safety in the UK
are not allowed to work to support themselves. Despite possessing a
wealth of skills and employment experience, people seeking asylum
are left to live on just £5.66 per day, struggling to support themselves
and their families. The UK Government has created a ‘hostile
environment’ - a web of policies designed to make life as difficult as
possible for people seeking safety in the UK.
Although the UK and Scotland’s commitments represent the tip of the
tip of the iceberg of the world’s refugees, it is transformative for those
involved – both for the people being resettled and the many who reach
out in welcome and support from within host communities. We believe
that integration is a dynamic two-way process of mutual
accommodation where all parties give and receive. In this sense
integration means respect for different cultural identities. This involves
a shift in the majority communities’ ways of thinking. And it means that
we all have something to contribute.
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So what?
You may wonder ‘what
can I do?’ We believe
radical hospitality and
care for the stranger are
at the core of what it
means to live out our faith
with authenticity. The
Scottish Faiths Action for
Refugees’ website
(www.sfar.org.uk) is full of
Photograph: © Emily Macinnes
ideas of how you and your
www.emilymacinnes.com
church can love the
sojourner. There are opportunities to befriend refugees in Edinburgh
and Midlothian, to speak out for a more compassionate asylum
system, and to support efforts in other parts of the world. Our new
resource, available for free, is also packed with much more information
and ideas - please click the link: https://www.churchofscotland.org.uk/
speak-out/building-global-friendships/scottish-faiths-action-forrefugees/sanctuary-in-scotland-booklet
Our desire is that churches can set an example in what it means to
welcome people irrespective of where they are from. Help us to create
a hospitable Scottish community that says no to hostility and yes to
welcoming the stranger; a society that embraces differences and
celebrates diversity; a community that extends a hand of friendship to
unfamiliar faces; and a people of faith who serve their new neighbours
in love.

Sabine Chalmers
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Christmas Greetings
“To Markie and Karen, Wishing you both joy and peace this Christmas.
Thank you for all your support and inspiration for Kingdom kids at St
Mungo, it makes such a huge difference to me. With love from Susie,
Finley, Emilia & Freya.”
“To all in St Mungo, those I have seen and those I haven’t, Wishing
you all a joyful Christmas. If you need some noise to balance out the
peace this year, I can provide a socially distanced rabble for walks or
garden chats. If you are craving the peace of Christmas then we’ll just
wave at the angels that will surely be gathered over every home. Love
to you all from Susie, Finley, Emilia & Freya.”
“To all in St James, Wishing you all the joy of Christmas and I look
forward to making music together again one day soon. With love from
Susie, Finley, Emilia & Freya.”
“Myself, Paul and Jennifer wish you peace and joy this advent and
Christmas time, even through these times of uncertainty and
challenge. God bless you all. Jean and Paul (and Jennifer age 13)”
“Christmas Greetings to everybody at St James. Love from Jean
Hindle. May you have Peace & Joy in celebrating the Birth of our Lord
Jesus Christ. Despite all the current restrictions, may you be Happy
and Joyful.”

Image supplied by Jean Hindle
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“A very Happy and Blessed Christmas to all our church family,
With our love from David and Val.”
“Best wishes to Nick and all my friends in the congregation for
Christmas. Hope to be with you soon. Much love, Agnes xx”
“To Nick and all our friends at St James the Less. Many thanks for all
your help and support during this difficult year - much appreciated!
God bless you all!! Love and blessings, Gillian and Bill xx”
“Happy Christmas and a Happy and Healthy New Year to you all. Jean
and Isabel.”
“Wishing everyone a happy and peaceful Christmas and all good
wishes for a healthy and joyful 2021. With love, Alan and Angela.”
“Best wishes for Christmas to all at St Mungo and St James the Less
From Brian and Chris Shaw. May you know Emmanuel, God With Us,
in a new way this Christmastide.”
“Merry Christmas to everyone and a better new year! Shannon
Forbes.”
"Wishing you and your family health, happiness, peace and
contentment this Christmas and in the coming year. God bless you.
Love from Marion, Gordon and Steven.”
“Wishing everyone in St James a very Happy Christmas. David and
Kathleen Keys.”
“Praying for a Christmas of peace, joy and love, and the year ahead
full of blessings for everyone in St Mungo’s and St James’
congregations. Thank you to so many of you for your fellowship,
support, inspiration and friendship. Love from Sue & Dave Owen.”
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Review of a course on Prayer
I have recently embarked upon a course called “Growth in Prayer
and Reflective Living” (GPRL), which this year is happening on
Zoom each week until the end of April 2021. I am hoping that the
time I set aside for this will help to help deepen my prayer life and
my awareness of God. I am hopeful that it will be a special time to
connect with the other nine people attending, as we journey each
week together in our faith and prayer life with God. We will explore
and practise ways of praying together and become more aware of
God.
It is not a theoretical study of prayer, as perhaps the best way to
learn about prayer is by actually praying, I think that it’s easier to do
this together, or certainly that is the case for me. It’s an experiential
course where we develop in our praying with scripture,
contemplation, using our imagination, our senses, our creativity,
noticing our feelings and being more aware of God at work in
creation and in others and around us. It is a rare opportunity to have
this time each week to come to God together and I feel excited and
hopeful for the flame of God's spirit to flicker more brightly in my life
and in the new group that I am part of during this time.
You can find out more by looking at the website if you are interested:
http://www.epiphanygroup.org.uk/training-courses/growth-in-prayer/.

Jean Dobbing
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Who am I?
I have now been
worshipping with St James
the Less via Zoom since
sometime in March and
thought I would introduce
myself to those who don’t
know me and update those
who do.
I was a member of St
James for twenty years
arriving in Penicuik in 1984,
Jenny, with second husband, Matthew
in three feet of snow and
due to give birth. Chris arrived three weeks later. The journey was
traumatic but we were made very welcome by Graham and Pat Smith
who lived just around the corner. They offered Pat’s services to get the
other two children to school (the paths were icy for months afterwards)
and generally offered any help they could. I was a lapsed Christian
and when it came to the time to have Chris baptised, I knew I needed
to find out whether I still believed or not. Again Graham came to the
rescue; ‘come to church with us’ he said. Again I was made welcome
and the services ‘spoke’ to me, Chris was baptised and Pat and
Graham were Godparents. So yes, inviting someone to church is the
best way, be brave and leave the rest to God.
During those 20 years I became very much part of the church family,
singing in the choir, reading lessons, intercessions, serving, playing
flute in the worship group, flower arranging, and being a member of
the Vestry. St James was my family at a time when my marriage was
failing; I left my husband and my greatest worry was that I would lose
that family; thank you to all that I didn’t.
During that time my faith grew, helped by ‘Cursillo’ (thank you Val), and
‘Alpha’ (thank you Faye), and I found Iona (thank you again Val). I felt
a strong calling and wanted to know more, to study, but was told that
calling needed to be tested and was put forward for selection for
ordination.
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I had only wanted to find some way to study more but was told my
vocation needed to be tested to know what sort of study that would
take. Two years later at a selection conference I was not selected but I
still had that strong sense of calling and felt it was time to move. (So
no it was nothing St James’ members had said; more God and the
diocese, now lay ministry and training is more available). I started
looking and everything fell into place, a job in Barrow-in-Furness in a
hospital next to Cursillo acquaintances, who became very good friends
(family really), and fulfilled the role that Graham and Pat had in
Penicuik. I found a bungalow next to the sea with sight up the Duddon
Valley to Scafell, and down the estuary to the Isle of Man on a clear
day. (We were once asked to pray for where we’d like to live: at the
time that seemed selfish but I wanted to live by the sea, in sight of the
hills and here was my dream that I didn’t think was possible). I found a
church where when I introduced myself to the Vicar and explained my
situation. He said “oh good, I’ve been praying for a helper, I think
you’re it”. In Cumbria I received the training I’d been looking for
through a course called ‘Called to Serve’, followed by individual units
including pastoral care, grief and bereavement counselling and
worship leading, all part of training for commissioned lay ministry. I
then got that nudge from God ‘don’t get too settled, you’re moving
again’! During all that training I was able to help the vicar who had four
churches in a benefice and was able to act as a catalyst in the
prompting of others to become lay ministers. I also introduced Cursillo
into the group.
I followed the nudge and finished up in Dumfries where I was able to
continue training under the leadership of Rev Anne Tomlinson, now
Principal of the Scottish Episcopal Institute, who was very inspiring. I
did another Pastoral Care course which was lead by Anne Tomlinson
and Ruth Harvey. This was another worship leading course,
intercessions training, preaching the year B, leading small groups; all
of these were very well prepared and lead by Anne. In the meantime I
met my husband on Iona and we married and moved to Castle
Douglas where our Rector suddenly found himself with two churches.
On Anne’s recommendation, I was able to help with worship leading more so when he retired and we were in interregnum.
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Moving to Dumfries also meant I was close to my Mum who lived in
Kirkcudbright and as she developed dementia, I was able to see more
of her and help my sister. We were both with her when she died in a
home six years ago. God definitely knows what he’s doing, we just
need to listen!
Shortly after we married, my husband was diagnosed with slow
progressive MS along with various cancer issues and a haemorrhage
stroke. Without help from him, the house and garden became too
much for me and we moved to Kirkcudbright where we have a
bungalow and smaller garden. My links with St James continued; I’ve
stayed with Val and David when visiting my son in Edinburgh,
Georgina and Richard were a great help putting me up while Matthew
had a cancerous kidney removed in Edinburgh and so I still feel part of
the family. I was at a crossroads with the church in Castle Douglas on
the one hand feeling it would be disloyal to leave, on the other hand
we’re eleven miles away and I was ready to step back a little from the
amount of leading etc I was doing. When Covid came along and I saw
Val’s link on Facebook to services in St James, I gave it a try and
haven’t looked back. It was wonderful to meet up with old friends again
and the amount of spiritual feed and encouragement that Nick is
providing made me realise how much I was missing. I had been
starved of this for quite a number of years. My faith has been
rejuvenated; thank you. I’m looking forward to continuing to be part of
the St James’ family albeit
online for now; only God
knows about the future but I’m
feeling that nudge again.
I know I’ve spoken to a
number of people about the
family, my children grew up in
St James’, as part of the choir
from soprano to tenor/bass in
the case of the boys, and as
part of the youth club with
Graham.
Jenny’s sons, Andrew and Chris
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Andrew helped out with the youth club as part of a scout badge and
through that became very good friends with Steve Longmore and Phil
Hay. In fact after my separation, the Longmores became a second
family to the boys. Andrew is now living in Switzerland working for
Roche Pharmaceuticals as a manager in system’s analysis/software
development and thoroughly enjoying being able to do extreme hill
running, walking and his latest, as his hip gave problems, bouldering!
Four years ago he ran the length of the river Vistula in Poland when he
lived there.
Chris decided to make a career out of singer/songwriting, which came
to a sudden halt with Covid, but he was lucky enough to get a job with
Standard Life and is now settled with his girlfriend in Edinburgh.
Katherine lives in Northallerton and is married to Martin who she met
through playing in a brass band. They have a son William aged nine
who is on the autistic spectrum and needs special care but is very
bright and they love him to bits. Unfortunately Katherine was found to
have breast cancer which turned out to be stage 4 and had spread to
the bone. Following chemotherapy and a mastectomy she is now on
permanent therapy with monoclonal antibodies which involves a drip
every three weeks. Her recent check showed the bone cancer has
stabilised but cysts on her
thyroid gave us a scare. At the
time of writing she has had a
biopsy when they said they look
benign but we are waiting for
results. Thank you to all who
have been praying for her; it
means a lot especially as a lot of
you knew her; part of the family.
Love to you all and have a very
Jenny and her daughter, Katherine blessed Christmas,

Jenny Wright

A prayer for refugees
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God of family, we bring before you the parents who are weeping and
lamenting, who are waiting for their children, whose trace is lost in the
sea, in the desert, on railway tracks, in shipping containers and
uncertainty: men, women and children who had escaped from the war
zones, the famine and poverty of this world, with the hope for a better,
safer life.
God of life, we bring before you our lament for the dead, stranded at
the borders of safety, who died fleeing through deserts, over
mountains and seas. We call to you and join in the cry of all those who
sought justice and a better life for themselves and their children and
perished in the process.
God of justice, we bring before you political leaders, advisers and
decision-makers who hold the fate of others in their hands. Make them
aware of the causes of migration and flight. Keep their consciences
alive so that refugees are offered protection and dignity. Let them
agree rules of residence that are based on human rights and guided
by solidarity and compassion.
God of peace, give us the strength to be witnesses of the suffering of
the world and fill us with the fire of your spirit to renew our efforts to
serve those in need and give us the grace to welcome, learn and
share our lives with people who come to live in our communities.
Amen.

The St James the Less Book group learned a huge amount about the
plight of refugees, in the novel “The Beekeeper of Aleppo” by Christy
Lefteri. It’s a gripping, emotional yet very uplifting read, based on
painstaking and painful research. It’s as if you’re travelling with the
refugees, feeling their shock, their loss, their struggles, their resilience
and hope.
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The James and Mungo Quiz!
1. Who starred in the perennial Christmas classic It's a Wonderful Life?
2. Mungojerrie is a character in which work of poetry and by whom?
3. The name of which American ornithologist and expert on the birds of
the Caribbean was used by a popular writer of spy novels?
4. What colour was Revd Awdry’s little engine James?
5. St Mungo's Hospital for Magical Maladies and Injuries features in
which series of novels?
6. This notorious American outlaw formed a gang with brother Frank,
and Cole and James Younger
7. Which peanut farmer became president of the USA?
8. Black gram is a name for which food crop: the Mungo - - - -?
9. Name the James who was one of the two scientists who discovered
the double-helix structure of DNA
10. Which James is a celebrity chef who champions better institutional
food?
11. Who wrote Finnegans Wake?
12. A A Milne wrote about James James Morrison Morrison Weatherby
George Dupree, who told his mother what?
13. Who recorded the hit song In the Summertime?
14.Famed as the creator of The Muppets ̶ who is he?
15. The King James Bible is also known as the ____________Version
16. What are the symbols associated with St Mungo?
17. Name the Scottish instrument maker who helped to develop the
steam engine
18. He directed films such as The Terminator and Titanic
19. In Scotland, what is the date of St Mungo’s feast day?
20. And the feast of St James the Less?
(Answers are on page 45)

Georgina Philips
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The last Munro for Dennis
Like a lot of people this year, I began a new hobby - for me, it’s
mountaineering. Now some might call it hill walking, but I prefer
mountaineering. And it has actually been mountains that I have
climbed along with my husband Roni, who has (apart for watching
“Touching the Void”), never been very interested in hills or mountains.
It does run in my family. My Aunt Vina was in the same hill walking club
as Nan Shepperd (whose portrait appears on £5 notes from 2016),
and my sister June is a big walker having climbed Kilimanjaro and
around 150 Munros. Then there is my dad’s cousin, Dennis Ritch.
Dennis lived in Stromness all his life
and when he retired from the farm,
he took up hill walking. Now those of
you who know Stromness, will know
that there is a serious shortage of
mountains there. So, not to be
daunted, Dennis got himself a
campervan and regularly took off to
the Highlands, on his tod, to climb
mountains.
Inspired by Dennis this summer,
Roni and I climbed three mountains,
two of them Munros! Woo! Such a
sense of achievement and
connection with nature! We were
hooked. Any destination for holidays
now needed to include a mountain
for us to conquer. We recently talked about going on holiday so agreed
on Mull as I knew there was a mountain there.
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On a beautiful sunny, clear day with no wind, we climbed the steep,
boggy slopes of Ben More. When we reached the summit, the views of
sea, islands, and mountains was incredible. The sense of the Holy
Spirit in such a place is overwhelming. I feel insignificant against the
age of the stone, the might of the mountain and the beauty of nature.
There are 282 Munros in
Scotland and Dennis bagged 281
of them. Dennis died in June this
year aged 81. The only Munro he
did not bag was Ben More on
Mull.
But I was at the only Munro
summit where Dennis had never
been. I dedicated a stone to
Dennis and I placed it on the
cairn at the summit of Ben More.
And I felt Dennis smile on me in
the sunshine.
On the left is the photo which I
sent to Jean, Dennis’s wife, who
bravely and compassionately
nursed him at home until his last.

Ruth Kirkpatrick
(Ed: Ruth is a relatively new and very welcome member of St James
the Less church. She regularly attends Sunday morning and weekday
services on Zoom. She has a very demanding “day job” as an
Independent Review officer for City of Edinburgh, working with
vulnerable children, and she is one of the most wonderful and riveting
professional story-tellers I’ve ever heard, and is known and wellrespected internationally.)
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Stable Carol
May I recommend people listen to the "Stable Carol" by Vaughan
Meakins if they have never heard it before? Vaughan Meakins was our
choir director at the Royal College of Music junior department, and he
was also my sister's singing teacher. So, many years ago, we actually
got to try this one out before it was published! I seem to recall my
sister telling us that the composer struggled at first to find a publisher
because they didn't like the way that the accompaniment changed for
every single verse. This meant it couldn't be printed easily with
“repeat” symbols. Instead everything had to be written out in full, which
was presumably more costly. It's such a sweet carol and a lot of fun,
and if you've never heard it, I recommend you have a listen. It's all
about the animals - a dove, a mouse, a little moth and so on. I hope it
will bring a smile to your face.

Hannah Haynes
(Ed: Thank you Hannah! I found some Youtube video links for the
carol, and I’ve printed the words on the next page.
Please click here for one Youtube version, and please click here for
a version recorded at a girls’ school concert.)
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Stable Carol by Vaughan Meakins
In a stable in Bethlehem long, long ago.
A dove made his home there for he couldn’t know,
That there in a manger a child would be born,
Whose name would be Jesus that day Christmas morn.
Perching in the topmost rafters singing gently to the little child, Croo
And his father Joseph and his holy mother Mary meek and mild, Croo
He was one of very many little creatures present at the birth,
Of the child that brought happiness and joy to the earth.
A moth fluttered gaily around the rude byre.
He danced in the air near the candle’s warm fire.
The child looked up gladly, his eyes full of love,
At the moth and the dove in the rafters above.
Flitter flutter flutter, flitter flutter flutter, flew the little moth, Croo.
Flitter flutter flutter, flitter flutter flutter flew the little moth, Croo.
They were two of very many little creatures present at the birth,
Of the child that brought happiness and joy to the earth.
Amongst the straw bales and the stacks of gold corn,
Were other small creatures the day Christ was born.
A hen with rich plumage and claws on her feet,
Searched all-round the stable for something to eat.
Flitter flutter flutter, flitter flutter flutter peck peck Croo
Flitter flutter flutter, flitter flutter flutter peck peck Croo
They were three of very many little creatures present at the birth,
Of the child that brought happiness and joy to the earth.
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And there in a corner a hole for his house
Was a tiny intruder a grey twitching mouse.
He hurries and scurries, his joy plain to see,
As he waltzed round the mother, the virgin Mary.
Flitter flutter flutter, flitter flutter flutter peck peck Croo Squeak Squeak!
Flitter flutter flutter, flitter flutter flutter peck peck Croo Squeak Squeak!
They were four of very many little creatures present at the birth,
Of the child that brought happiness and joy to the earth.
And soon the dawn broke and the birds in the trees
Burst out into song and the swallows with ease
Swooped close to the manger with breathtaking flight,
To view the babe laying there, the world’s joy and light.
Flitter flutter flutter, flitter flutter flutter peck peck Croo Squeak Squeak!
Flitter flutter flutter, flitter flutter flutter peck peck Croo Squeak Squeak!
They were some of very many little creatures present at the birth,
Of the child that brought happiness and joy to the earth.
The animal kingdom with joy and great mirth,
Made great celebration of the blessed Child’s birth.
And we too with thanks, praise and sing our “Amen”
Join and echo those creatures in Bethlehem
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Shades of Autumn
Not an original theme. Many,
more fluent, writers have
celebrated this season, and I’m
sure we’re not alone in taking
time to stand in awe of what’s
around us.
Walking recently in the woods,
we realised yet again just how
fortunate we are to have this
on our doorstep. Autumn very
much in evidence. Beech
leaves are turning to gold,
some to brown already, and
soon will litter the ground to
provide essential cover for
small creatures. Red berries
litter the ground and grasses
sway elegantly in their skeletal
autumnal grey. A single frond of fern glows an ethereal cream – its
swansong before the whole clump collapses into a straggly rusty
tangle. The blue tits are busily feasting on seeds – probably beech
mast from the length of time it takes – as many creatures gorge on
or stash food in preparation for the chill of winter. Buzzards still
wheel overhead; their plaintive call and echoing reply the only
sounds.
Just off the farm track and into the woods is a wonderful fallen beech
tree; its upturned roots provide habitat for a host of wee beasties. I’m
not a trained naturalist, and can’t identify much even with my pocketsized guide. Recently, there has been wonderful display of fungi –
something that caught my fancy a few years back when we walked
through a wooded Perthshire garden at the same time of year. I took
loads of photos, but lack the knowledge to identify them – just know
never to pretend a close acquaintance and end up in hospital!
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Our tree, for I’ve become very fond of it, hosts a variety of lichen and
fungi; the most distinctive is a grey tinted white growth resembling a
brain. In the grass beside the tree are half-eaten specimens of more
traditional formed toadstools – it’s not just mice who eat them,
squirrels also feast on fungi. Wherever you look, wherever you tread,
there are hidden treasures. Tiny bright purple gems, the size of your
pinkie nail; delicate sulphur yellow fronds like miniature coral; small
globes resembling mini puffballs. The toadstools of fairy stories,
brightly red spotted, have been enthusiastically chomped and there
are only a few tatty remnants lying around. Richard eagerly urged
me to look skywards at a magnificent bracket fungus, high up on a
silver birch trunk; now I know why those penguins fell over as they
tilted back their heads and raised their beaks!
The geese arrived a few weeks back. They signal the approach of
winter, a dread thought in this climate of restricted activity and
human contact. However, I was gently reminded by one of our many
elderly St JtL friends that their arrival meant spring would assuredly
follow after winter. An upbeat note on which to end.

Georgina Phillips
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The Tuesday Bible study
Every Tuesday at 2pm, a group meets on Zoom to study different
chapters of the bible. St Mungo’s and St James congregations and
their friends (and anyone else!) are welcome to join in. Since the last
issue of “In Touch”, we’ve looked at the first eleven chapters of
Genesis and the Gospel of St Mark. We have some very open, honest
and wide-ranging discussions. Personally, I find much of the bible very
difficult. Some of it makes me feel angry for one reason or another. It
can be upsetting, challenging, bewildering, controversial, ambiguous,
and inexplicable. And of course, much of it is directly inspiring, uplifting
and comforting. Within any group of people studying the bible,
approaches are very different. Some people have learned to take the
bible as the literal Word of God, and others have learned to consider it
as divinely inspired writing by very human authors. This is true in our
own group, and our differences have brought rich variety in the
discussion, and respect for different views. The group is facilitated by
Nick who listens, offers different perspectives and never ever makes
anyone feel stupid for asking questions or offering a different way of
looking at things. One of the features of our study is to look for the
message behind the words which is relevant to our lives today. Colin
Chapman has been a source of enlightenment for some of us in his
personal interpretations of “difficult stuff”.
I asked others to give their views on this bible study group, particularly
relating to the study of Genesis:
“We are able to express our thoughts and interpretation of a passage
freely without feeling that we are judged/thought to be wrong. Often
discussions around a point will give me a new insight into the passage
so that it makes more sense or expands my original thoughts. It is a
friendly meeting which includes much laughter at times” (Angela
Sibley).
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“This Bible Study Group was ably led by our Rector Nick. Being part of
the Bible Study Group gave me a chance to meet and interact with
others who share their devotion to the Holy Scripture. It was a chance
to learn about faith in a small group – I’m not comfortable in large
groups. Though I didn’t contribute much, if anything, towards the
discussions (because I didn’t feel confident in what I thought would be
useful to anyone), I was nevertheless very interested in all the
comments made by others. These comments left me with much to
think about and led me to do further reading and strengthened my
faith. I look forward to participating in future Bible Study
Groups” (Catherine Pow).
And here are responses to specific questions I asked about the
Genesis study (JH: Jean Hindle; DH: Denise Halcrow; AL: Andy
Longmore):
1) Why did you join the Bible Study?
- I’m interested in hearing other peoples interpretations and Nick's
expertise. (JH)
- I love reading and discussing the Bible with other people! I find it so
inspiring and enriching to hear how others respond to God's Word, as
well as an encouragement to my faith. (DH)
- To share time and ideas about the bible and Christian faith with other
people. (AL)
2) What was it like to think about such well-known bible texts?
- I discovered extra ideas about creation. (JH)
- Thinking about such well known Bible narratives about Creation was
particularly interesting for me as it opened my mind to consider new
aspects and views, such as there being two distinct creation stories,
which I'd never done previously!! (DH)
- Because some were well known I think it made it easier for the group
initially to talk about familiar things before we moved on to new ideas
(of which there were plenty). (AL)
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3) What did you learn about these Chapters?
- To accept that it could be a literal interpretation, though I think that it
is a case of “a day” can be many years or ages that fits in with
evolution. I also thought that there could have been more than one
couple created, since the sons of Adam and Eve married wives. There
was no mention that Adam and Eve had daughters, so it was unlikely
to have been inbreeding. (JH)
- I learned that there are different ways of reading Scripture, and to be
tolerant of other views! It's what it means that matters.(DH)
- While not actually being a scientific description of creation, Genesis 1
is much closer to a scientific description of the formation of the
Universe and the route to human life than is Genesis 2. I learned a lot
about the parabolic nature of the bible and was helped to get a
different, mostly but not entirely constructive view of the apparent
inconsistencies that occur. (AL)
4) How was it relevant to life today?
- It depicted family quarrels and that certainly happens today,
demonstrating the need to talk and forgive one another. (JH)
- We should be listening to one another and be respectful, rather than
insisting on being right! (DH)
- Humans made a mess of things then and we still do today – but with
God there is always hope. (AL)
5) Describe anything else you learned as a result of this study
- Obedience to God, persistence in our faith. (JH)
- I also learned that Adam and Eve were not necessarily the first two
people on the earth! Also had it pointed out that Adam was actually
with Eve when she ate the fruit, so he was equally at fault for the act of
disobedience! (DH)
- Christianity shares a lot of fundamental principles with other major
religions, but they are often just expressed in different ways. I already
knew this in part, but many points raised in the discussions brought
into new focus the overall human integration into the spiritual and
physical oneness of the infinite creation. (AL)
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6) Do you want to say anything else about your bible study
experience?
- It was interesting to get other peoples interpretations. (JH)
- I was so impressed by the acceptance shown, although I was new to
the St James group, and how I was treated as if I belonged, with a
degree of graciousness which was truly heart warming! Thank you
everyone for including me! God bless you all! (DH)
- One of the best aspects of the study was watching and participating
in the building of trust between those who took part, so that we were
sharing honestly where some part was difficult for us. Sometimes it
was just one person with a particular view or difficulty; at other times
several of us expressed the same feelings. In either case, the sharing
was always treated with care and respect. I found the views very
informative. (AL)
Thanks to all contributors to this snapshot of the bible study group!
When we’ve finished with Mark, we’ll be moving to the narratives of
Jesus’ birth in Matthew and Luke.

Sue Owen
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Financial giving to St James the Less
or to St Mungo’s
Church finances are feeling the effects of the lockdown, as the
amounts normally collected in the offertory plate are obviously not
currently being collected. If you are able, can I ask you to prayerfully
consider setting up a recurring monthly payment to the church via
on-line banking, to contribute financially on a regular basis. Details of
the bank accounts are given below for each of the churches.
St James the Less
Monthly donation by bank transfer (include your name in the
reference line when setting this up – only the Treasurer knows the
name of the donor). Bank details are: St James Episcopal Church
Penicuik, acct no 17117264, sort code 80-22-60.
St Mungo
Monthly donation by bank transfer (include your name in the
reference line when setting this up – only the Treasurer knows the
name of the donor). Bank details are: St Mungo’s Vestry, acct no
00817851, sort code 80-09-39.
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Answers to the Quiz on Page 32
(1)Jimmy Stewart; (2)”Old Possum’s Book of Practical Cats” by T.S.
Eliot; (3)James Bond; (4)red; (5)Harry Potter; (6)Jesse James;
(7)Jimmy Carter; (8)bean; (9)James Watson; (10)Jamie Oliver;
(11)James Joyce; (12)”you must never go down to the end of the
town if you don’t go down with me”; (13)Mungo Jerry; (14)Jim
Henson; (15)Authorised; (16)fish and bell; (17)James Watt;
(18)James Cameron; (19)13 January; (20)3 May
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Spiritual Reading - a quarterly discussion
group
When we have a fifth Monday in the month, Nick leads a discussion at
7pm by Zoom about a book he has recommended, as a way of
introducing people to different authors which may pique an interest to
read more of their work (or not!). We can buy, beg or borrow the books
to read ahead of the discussion. Our current book is ‘Reconciliation’ by
Muthuraj Swamy, to be discussed on 30th November at 7.30 pm. A list
for 2021 has been produced to give us time to get hold of the books.
Here are the titles and discussion dates:
Monday 31st May: ‘Love’s Endeavour, Love’s Expense’ by W.H.
Vanstone
Monday 30th August: ‘Love Wins’ by Rob Bell
Monday 29th November: ‘Cranky, Beautiful Faith’, by Nadia BolzWeber
Monday 30th January 2022: ‘The Meaning of Jesus: Two Visions’ by
Marcus Borg and NT Wright.
Everyone is welcome!

Last Word
As we approach the start of a new liturgical year (Year B) on 29th
November, our thoughts turn to Advent and Christmas. Advent is a
time of preparing and waiting expectantly, and Christmas is a time of
joy as the light of the world comes to us and gives us hope. I pray that
this Advent you can find time to think about what waiting for the
coming of Christ brings to your life, and that you all have a very happy
Christmas, in whatever way is available to you this year. May you
receive God's blessings as we welcome God-with-us, Emmanuel, into
our lives once again. This year, more than any for a long time, we may
be able to see the vulnerability of the Christ-child and wonder at God's
goodness and generosity. Love comes down to us at Christmas
indeed.

Nick Bowry
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Dates to note
Please note, regular services, meetings and groups can be found in
the monthly listings which Nick sends to us each month. The
following dates are extra to the normal rhythm of events.
Sundays 6:30pm
A new evensong service on Zoom for both congregations*
Thursdays 3:30pm
Afternoon tea and blether for both congregations* This includes
Christmas Eve and New Year’s Eve!
Sunday 29th November 12 noon
St James the Less AGM by Zoom*
Monday 30th November 7pm
Discussion and book review: “Reconciliation” by Muthuraj Swamy
Saturday 12th December 10am
St JtL at Food Facts and Friends. A chance to support FFF, meeting
people and helping in the hub. Contact Nick for more information
Wednesday 23rd December 7:30pm
Nine Lessons and Carols by Zoom*
Thursday 24th December 4pm
St Mungo’s Crib Service by Zoom*. A service for the young and
young at heart, for the community of West Linton.
Thursday 24th December 11:30pm
St Mungo’s Midnight Mass in the church. Register with Ian Kerry if
you wish to attend.
Friday 25th December 10:30am
St Mungo’s, Holy Communion service for Christmas Day. Register
with Ian Kerry if you wish to attend
Friday 25th December 10:30am
St JtL, Holy Communion service for Christmas Day. Register with the
Rector if you wish to attend

Contact details
Rev’d Nick Bowry
The Rectory
23 Broomhill Road
Penicuik EH26 9EE
01968 678254
email:
Rector.PandWL[at]gmail.com

Next Deadline
Please send copy to Sue Owen by
Sunday 7th February 2021
The next issue of “In Touch” will be distributed on
Sunday 21st February 2021
Email: susanowen.sabadell[at]gmail.com
Mobile: 07815052929
Landline: 01968 670678

